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Be a Great Presenter with MS PowerPoint 
and Presentation Skills 
 

PowerPoint Tips to Captivate Your Audience 
• Use images on your slides, not just text! 

• Fun Fact: 90% of information sent to our brains is visual. 
• Your audience will retain 80% of what they see – make it visual! 

 

Find Royalty Free Images using Microsoft PowerPoint 

 

• In the Online Pictures option, you can type in the image you are looking for. 
• Tip: Filter with the Creative Commons Only option checked. 
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Bullet Points 
• Don’t put all your text on the slide. 

• Split up your content into shorter chunks – it’s more digestible for your 
audience. 

• Avoid putting paragraphs of text into the notes section of your PowerPoint – just put 
your main bullet points. 

• Use animation to showcase one bullet at a time as you move through your presentation. 

Tip: Convert your bullet points into SmartArt 

 
 

Animation: 
• Don’t animate just to animate – be purposeful. 
• Can be helpful to keep your audience focused on your topic. 
• Can be used to help you explain a concept. 

 
 
Catch the Replay or browse our free resources. Ready for the next step? View the Become a 
Great Presenter with MS PowerPoint and Presentation Skills outline and register for our GREAT 
series today!  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ICTTRLpoSA
https://www.greatcanadiantraining.ca/free-resources/
https://www.greatcanadiantraining.ca/course/become-a-great-presenter-with-ms-powerpoint-and-presentation-skills
https://www.greatcanadiantraining.ca/course/become-a-great-presenter-with-ms-powerpoint-and-presentation-skills
https://www.greatcanadiantraining.ca/courses/great-series
https://www.greatcanadiantraining.ca/courses/great-series


Thursday, April 20th, 2023
12:00pm to 1:00pm ET

HOSTED AND PRESENTED BY: 
Christine Irons and Joel Silverstone

BE A GREAT PRESENTER 
WITH MS POWERPOINT 
AND PRESENTATION 
SKILLS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Christine and Joel: Welcome… We were thinking how can we have some fun with presentation skills and PowerPoint… abd we thought why not use our background as entertainers and use that as…public speaking….how to feel more confident, comftorbale….knowing you’ve got great looking content and a path to deliver it 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now just a little note on who Great Canadian TrainingSotware and soft skills training, public and private classes- guiding you to greater success Great Canadian has been around since 2002 and offers:



WHO IS GREAT CANADIAN TRAINING?
GREAT CANADIAN TRAINING PROVIDES: 

Training 
• Software & Professional Skills training 

• Public and private group training 

• Live instructor-led sessions online or 
onsite at the clients’ location & at our 
Ottawa Training Centre

Coaching and Consulting Services

Custom App Development



WHAT DO WE OFFER?

• Fast, quality customer service

• Highly skilled, experienced and professional trainers

• A public class schedule, with guaranteed-to-run classes 
that run often

• Learn or Come Back Free policy on all public classes

• 24/7 After Training Support for all software training & 
professional skills 

• Both software and professional skills training 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And what sets us apart.On the administration side, we have very responsive, high quality customer serviceAnd all of our trainers are highly skilled and experienced professional trainers and consultantspublic classes are ALWAYS guaranteed to run.  So even if you find out you’re the only person enrolled, we will NEVER cancel a class.  We offer 24/7 After Training Support on all of our software training.And we offer a wide variety of software training AND we also offer Professional Skills training  - we’ll look at that later.  Today we’ll discuss the consulting side of things.



WEBINAR OUTLINE

• You lead the presentation

• You deliver with confidence

• You’re clear and compelling

• You use the tools with ease



Vocal Warm-Up

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Christine helps out hereSinging can have some of the same effects as exercise, like the release of endorphins, which give the singer an overall "lifted" feeling and are associated with stress reduction. It's also an aerobic activity, meaning it gets more oxygen into the blood for better circulation, which tends to promote a good mood. And singing necessitates deep breathing, another anxiety reducer. Deep breathing is a key to meditation and other relaxation techniques, and you can't sing well without it.Physical effects, while pretty dramatic, are really just the beginning. Singing causes happiness for other reasons that have less of a biological basis.�The neuroscience of singing shows that when we sing our neurotransmitters connect in new and different ways. It fires up the right temporal lobe of our brain, releasing endorphins that make us smarter, healthier, happier and more creative. When we sing with other people this effect is amplified.�One of the great things about singing is that is connects you to the right side of your brain. This is the side responsible for intuition, imagination and all our creative functions. It connects us to a world of possibilities. In modern life we are constantly bombarded with so much information that we process and analyse. We tend to get stuck in the left, processing side of our brain. So it becomes fundamentally important to nurture the attributes of human beings that set us apart from machines. The best way to do that is singing.



Hollywood Understands

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 Let’s talk about technology- doesn’t make you feel, nuances- how do you feel afterThe decision to put the story first was a key one, and it would power the next two decades of the company’s creativity.Neuroscience- "humans make decisions based on emotions, than apply facts later on to substantiate  the decisions"People always remember how you made them feelsAnd movies that live and die by technology can often suffer in retrospect, as those state-of-the-art special effects aged.The problem is that, as Andrew Stanton puts it, “it’s not a widget you’re making. It’s not a product.”Stanton says that once the team received the green light for the movie, they looked back at films that had staying power even after their outdated technology left the “strings showing,” such as Snow White, The Wizard of Oz and Star Wars. “We said anything that we break ground with, computer graphics-wise, will be subservient to getting the story right,” he adds, “because that’s what history has shown wins.”



What Your Audience Hopes For

Lean

L E A D
Engaging Action Dynamic 

Delivery

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LEAN: Clear, simple No jargon Data that has meaning  A core message ENAGAGING: What’s in it for the audince? Whay should they care? Anecdote metaphorsACTION: Why this is important? How are they going to use this? ACTIONSDynamic Delivery : Body language, pace, voice, energyWhat do effective communicators do?Keep it simple: Build presentations around a strong core message, organize the ‘story’ flow logically, and use language that is meaningful and clear. Base it on an understanding of your audience: Get into the head of your audience, address their needs and fears, and do so in a style and language that resonates with them.Guide your audience to action: Use your presentation to help your listeners make choices and take considered action; they are never simply about informing. To make good decisions people must feel inspired and motivated. They must also be able to visualize the desired action; they must see what you mean and not just hear what you say. You achieve this by using examples, metaphors, analogies and stories. 



Set the TONE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Know your first lineNot with your slides first!!Ask yourself:What is your message? What are your objectives? What do you want accomplished?Who is your audience?What is the core of your message?What are the main and supporting ideas you want to get across?How are you going to make your presentation memorable?How are you going to finish on a strong note?



Define Your Intentions

What do you want your audience…

To Feel? 

To Think or Know? 

To Do? 



Opening

Purpose – What is this about?

Hook - Why the audience will 
feel:

• Compelled

• Intrigued 

• Enthused

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Your opening has 2 points, and its all about your audience, the attendees you're answering two questions- 1) the Purpose- What is this about??? Your attendees want to know RIGHT AWAY – why is this important? Why is this timely? Relevant? Matter?2) the Hook- Why should they care? Why should they FEEL- Compelled, intrigued. Enthused, curious?



Trusted Presenter

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Build Your Presence: Self-awarenessCongruent body language and voiceDemonstrate Your Authority:You are telling something that is meaningful and relevant to your audienceYour sharing of your experience and knowledge is insightfulDeliver with ImpactAnimate the information with stories, metaphors, anecdotesCreate a sense of journey by building the transitions from slide to slideBe explicit - ‘What this means to your audience’



“It’s not about persuasion; it’s about connection.”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ACTIONYou’re likeable, open, competent, and present.Your body language and tone match your 



What Do They See? Hear?



Presenting


Words


Body language


Tone

55%

38%

7%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
when we can see a person delivering a message55% through body language; i.e posture, eye contact, facial expressions, movement 38% through voice; i.e intonation, pitch, brining the words to life by conveying the meaning behind each word, speed of delivery, pausing to allow points to sit home. 7% through your words



PITCH PACE PAUSE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Pitch: the pitch is the volume of your voice. Example if you are angry your voice gets loud if you are sad your volume is soft, if you want to tell a secret, you whisper.Pace: Pace is your speed.. for example, if you are nervous or scared, you speak very fast, if you are relaxed, you speak with a clear and calm tone.Pause: Pause refers to the breaks we take in our sentences. We pause for many reasons. A few are at a comma, at a full stop (thought complete), we should also pause after giving important information, this will give the listener time to understand everything you have said.Tone: Tone is the emotion with which you speak. This is the most important part of modulation. You must speak with emotion as it will convey how you feel about the topic.Are there any exercises to practice?Absolutely. Here are 7 handy tips to help you practice.Record your voice: listen to it and see how flat it is.Sing along technique: Pick your favorite English song. Listen to the way the singer sings and try to imitate and record yourself singing. Now listen and compare both. Pick Ed Sheeran.The shut-eye technique: Pick a movie, listen to some of the dialogue with your eyes closed.. can you make out what the actor is feeling? Now try and do the same... watch the clip of My fair lady “the rain in Spain” the link of which is on our website.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVmU3iANbgkPitch your voice: if your voice is low, do the loud reading techniques. Read from 3 steps back and read a passage. See how clear you are. If you cannot hear each word clearly, read again in a louder voice.Pace balance: read for 2 mins. Add 5 seconds.Pause for a cause: read a passage newspaper, at a comma count 1 in your head and read again. At a full stop count 2 and move on... do this daily for 10 minutes.Tune your Tone: Try to repeat my tone in this passage.�



Would You Like A Taco?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Christine helps out here



Upcoming Webinars

May 16, 2023
10 Cool Features You Should Be 
Using in Microsoft 365

June 21, 2023
Change Management – Turn 
Resistance into Resilience



Consulting
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